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Maple is a precious hardwood which is extremely durable despite its flexibility. That‘s the reason why maple wood is good 
choice for parquet flooring and staircases. This durability makes it a preferred choice for the demanding applications in hotels 
and restaurants.

Due to its characteristics we leave Mokuzai Maple untreated and in its raw, natural form. The color of the lamp base is light 
and has a very delicate texture which makes every lamp base one of a kind.
The light wood of Mokuzai Maple is an all-rounder: combined with a deco-sleeve in a bright color it creates an almost flowery 
decoration. But even classic deco-sleeve colors such as white, black or red are perfectly highlighted by the soft color of the 
wood and create a classy table-decoration.

Ash is know for its heavy weight and extremely durable wood. It has an even higher flexural strength than oak wood. In ear-
lier days it was used for the construction of carriages and wagons.

To conserve its beautiful look we have added an oil-coating to the lamp-base which helps to reveal the reddish-white texture 
and creates an almost silky shine. Thanks to this finishing the wood appears a little darker. Light colors such as white or cream 
offer a beautiful contrast but also colorful deco-sleeves look just perfect. 

Item-No. 32817948 Item-No. 32817848Item-No. 30000048 Item-No.  30000047 Item-No. 6133 Item-No.  6307 Item-No. 6100MItem-No. 6100M

Find additional 
products www.heliotron.com/flexilight/products



No matter whether you want to use your lamp 
base as an exceptional sign for your table reserva-

tions or if you would like to have your restaurants‘ 
logo engraved on it - almost anything is possible with 

custom-engraving. Thanks to the special laser-technolo-
gy it‘s even possible to engrave delicate lettering. This sets 

almost no limits to your imagination. Contact us!

FSC® CertiFied ProduCtion „MAde in GerMAny“

Wood is a natural material
Since wood is a natural & renewable material each lamp base comes with its unique color and texture. Every lamp base is unique and 
individual. Due to ultraviolet light the wooden color can change with time. 

Throughout the world „Made in Germany“ is a warrantor for high quality. But especially when it comes to wood processing it is an 
important quality characteristic. For this reason Mokuzai table lamps are only processed by FSC certified manufacturers. That way we 
can ensure the sustainability of our products made of renewable raw materials. Each and every lamp base is crafted by hand in 
numerous production- and finishing steps. The table lamps are being cut, skimmed, shaped, polished and oiled. This finish creates a 
high-grade look-and-feel.
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Customizable 
on demand – 
ThAnks To Modern 
lAser-TechnoloGy


